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Professor Qaiser Zaman was recruited 
as a lecturer in Biology BPS 17 at 
Peshawar Model Degree College 

th(Boys) Dalazak Road, Peshawar, on 19  
July, 2019. He served with utmost 
dedication and commitment that bought 
him name and fame among the 
colleagues, students and College 
Management. Unfortunately he was 

thdestined to lose his life on 25  February, 
2021 due to cancer. May his soul rest in 
eternal peace.

OBITUARY

Malik Shehryar Naveed one of our 
nd

promising students of class 2  year 
PM-M is no more with us. He met a 
road accident while riding bicycle on 

th18  March, 2022. He was hospitalised 
for 8 days but due to severe injuries he 
couldn't survive.

May his soul rest in peace
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PRESIDENT 
City University of Science & 
Informa�on Technology

Peshawar Model Degree Colleges  MANAGING DIRECTOR

MESSAGE FROM

Muhammad Sabur Sethi

By the grace of Allah Almighty, the management of Peshawar Model Degree Colleges is striving hard to instil 
PMDC students with academic excellence and good values to make them respectable citizens of Pakistan. Highly 
qualified teaching faculty, state-of-the-art science & computer labs and well-equipped libraries besides transport 
facility and spacious sports fields augment to ensure students wholesome grooming. The Newsletter in hand amply 
projects achievements of PMDCs at Peshawar, Hayatabad, Mardan and Haripur.

Our education system at all our colleges embrace the students belonging to every class of society specially lower 
strata which is being accommodated through Goodwill Scholarships, City University Talent Scholarship and 
outstanding students among the enrolled through merit scholarships. By the virtue of scientific developments and 
parents’ positive feedback, the education system of PMDCs is being refurbished to enhance students’ competency 
in their future professional life.

I look forward to your response, welcome your suggestions and wish the best of luck to every one associated with 
Peshawar Model Degree Colleges. 
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I feel extremely honoured  and privileged to be a part of this glorious educational institution and proudly acknowledge 
the service of its dedicated faculty and staff, ever supporting parents and the whole fraternity for molding young into 
minds generations.

We are living in a fast changing world that brings many opportunities as well as challenges. To combat all the obstacles 
and altering trends of these unpredictable times , one requires the right kind of attitude . Here at PMDC we believe in 
preparing our students to evolve with the rapidly changing world ,training them to meet the challenges ahead with 
confidence and dedication. Our goal is to make learning an experience for every student that walks through the gates of 
PMDCs, making sure every student is well-equipped and contributing citizen of this society before we bid them 
farewell.

My role as a director would be to provide leadership,  direction and co-ordination within the institution. Keeping my 
main focus to develop and maintain effective educational programs and to promote maximum teaching and learning. I 
will make sure that the students make the best out of their experience here ,focusing more on their academics, curricular, 
co-curricular and extra-curricular activities. Your involvement in your child's education will be an encouragement for 
us and will have strong impact on their success.

I welcome you all to this well reputed institution of higher learning, assuring you of a nurturing, caring and competitive 
environment that will make you feel proud and empowered.

MESSAGE FROM

Muhammad Sohail

Peshawar Model Degree Colleges
DIRECTOR
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Distinguished Readers, Assalamu’Alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh 

We are glad to be the editors of PMDCs th7  Newsletter. We thank Almighty Allah for blessing us with such an honour. 

Besides, we are thankful to PMDC and the teachers who have always trusted and encouraged us to take part in such 

creative activities. 

Our dear friends, as you know PMEIs provide an atmosphere where students mould themselves to shape their future 

and fly up their dreams. It prompts us to discover our hidden talents and creativity through a variety of co-curricular and 

extra-curricular activities. Now, the institute has given a big shot to the writers to pen down their thoughts through 

literary pursuits. 
thThe 7  volume of this newsletter has illuminated some notable achievements and recreational experiences. We are 

deeply thankful to the Director Colleges and Principals of PMDCs for their assistance throughout the composition of 

this newsletter. We are really  grateful to all our loving friends for their contribution by sending motivational and 

entertaining articles for publication. We pray for the future editors to put forth the best material for the readers.

 May Allah (SWT), help you all to achieve your aims of life.      

Asstt Prof. Saleem 

(Staff Editor, English)
PMDC (Boys) Dalazak Road, Peshawar.

M. Faran Ali
(Student Editor)

Saqib Khan
(Student Editor)

Asstt Prof. Nafees Ahmad 

(Staff Editor, Urdu)
PMDC (Boys) Dalazak Road, Peshawar.
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Peshawar Model Degree Colleges have earned many distinctions and have been ranked among well reputed colleges. 
Every year in the Board examination results, name of Peshawar Model Degree Colleges is raised on victory stand. This 
roaring success has been chalked up after a great deal of conscientious efforts of principals, enthusiastic contribution of 
faculty and ceaseless hard work of students. We also appreciate parents' cooperation who took keen interest and 
maintained close interaction with Administration in the best interest of their wards.

Honour Board 2021 
Peshawar Model Degree Colleges  
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Naat & Qirat competition was conducted on 14th October, 2021 at Peshawar Model 
Degree College (Boys) Dalazak Road, Peshawar. Students from PMDC Peshawar, 
Hayatabad, Mardan and Haripur  participated. The winner of Naat competition was 
Muhammad Faran Ali of PMDC (Boys), Dalazak Road Peshawar while the 
winner of Qirat contest was Muhammad Noman of PMDC, Dalazak Road 
Peshawar.

Na’atNa’atNa’at&
COMPETITION

Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys) 
Dalazak Road, Peshawar
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Thrilling Prize Distribution Ceremony was organized for EX- PMDCians of session 2021 at Peshawar Model 

Degree College (Boys) Dalazak Road, Peshawar. The Chief Guest of the ceremony was Professor Rashid Saeed, 

the then director PMDCs. In this ceremony, those students who scored 1000 plus marks in the Annual 

Examination of BISE Peshawar and those who scored outstanding in NMDCAT were invited at the college along 

with their parents. They were awarded trophies and certificates by the Chief Guest. The Principal of Peshawar 

Model Degree College (Boys) Dalazak Road, Peshawar was also present at the moment.

 Prize Distribution Ceremony  Prize Distribution Ceremony  Prize Distribution Ceremony  Prize Distribution Ceremony 
Peshawar Model Degree College  (Boys)

 Dalazak Road, Peshawar
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This was a night gathering, organized for the hostel students of Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys) 
thDalazak Road, Peshawar on 27  February, 2021. Principal, vice principal, faculty members and students 

attended the ADLA. Different activities like parody, funny poetry, skits, jokes and pashto tappy were the part of 
the festivities. It was a memorable night for the hostel students.

(After Dinner Literary Activity)
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An educational trip for students was arranged to Peshawar Museum by Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys) 
Dalazak Road, Peshawar for students in January 2022. They took great interest in the historical artifacts, mostly 
related to Ghandhara Civilization. The college faculty also accompanied the students and guided & enlightened 
them with historical importance of items displayed there. To make their trip memorable, the students took pictures 
with the historical monuments of different civilization. It was a learning experience for the students.

VISIT TO PESHAWAR MUSEUM
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As per a sweet tradition of Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys) Dalazak Road Peshawar, a grand welcome party 
was arranged for students of PMDC (Boys) Peshawar and Hayatabad. Different stalls of fast foods, cold drinks were 
installed. Dance segment, stage performances and thrilling sound system, all these added colours to the party. 
Students from other campuses of Peshawar Model Degree Colleges also enjoyed the party.

Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys)
 Dalazak Road, Peshawar

welcome
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PMDCs  Peshawar  |  Hayatabad  |  Mardan  |  Haripur

GRAND	GRAND	
SPORTS	GALASPORTS	GALA

GRAND	
SPORTS	GALA

GRAND	GRAND	
SPORTS	GALASPORTS	GALA

GRAND	
SPORTS	GALA

th thAnnual Sport Gala 2022 was celebrated on 7 , 8  March, 2022 at Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys) Dalazak 
Road Peshawar. Professor Nasrullah Khan, Chairman Board of Intermediate and Secondary Education Peshawar 
graced the occasion as Chief Guest. The opening ceremony was worth seeing when the ribbon cut by Honourable 
Director Colleges and a colourful bunch of balloons were blown up in the air. Students from Peshawar Model 
Degree College (Boys) Dalazak Road Peshawar, Hayatabad, Mardan and Haripur participated in the Gala. This 
Gala was the blend of miscellaneous indoor and outdoor games like Cricket, Football, Volleyball, Badminton, Table 
Tennis and athletics. A big number of enthusiastic players participated in the Gala. After the nail biting competition 
the energetic and vigorous turned victorious.  The Chief Guest gave away trophies to the winners and certificates to 
the runner up. In the end the Chief Guest addressed and appreciated the efforts and sportsmanship of the players and 
their coaches.
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GLIMPSES OF SPORTS GALA
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A recreational tour is the most awaited part of the academic calendar, trip to Nathia Gali and Murree was planned for the 
st1  year students by Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys) Dalazak Road, Peshawar. It was two nights and three days 

trip. The magical sceneries and the snow-capped mountains of Murree attracted the students who captured the natural 
beauty of the region in their cameras.

EXCURSION TOUR TO MURREE / NATHIAGALI

Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys)
 Dalazak Road, Peshawar

Lahore is the heart of Pakistan. The city of paramount historical importance and worth seeing. Peshawar Model Degree 
ndCollege (Boys) Dalazak Road arranged a recreational trip to Lahore for the 2 year students. It was a four day trip under  

the supervision of their professors. They visited Fortress Stadium, Wahgah Border, Zoo, Badshahi Masjid, Minar-e- 

Pakistan and much more. It was a rich source of learning and great enjoyment.

EXCURSION TOUR TO LAHORE

HIFZ UL QURAN
stOne of the hostel students Abdur Rehman of 1  year from Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys) Dalazak Road 

ndPeshawar completed his Hifz ul Quran in hostel. His teacher and guide was Muhammad Awais of 2  year. It is an 
honour for our college to have such hardworking and diligent students who maintained both, their din aur dunya. 
May Allah rewards and shower His blessings on our college. Ameen!
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Spring Festival always brings happiness, colours and laughter on the faces of the students. A fun-filed event of Spring 
Festival was held at Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys) Dalazak Road, Peshawar on March 19, 2022. Chief 
Guest was Chairman BISE Mardan, Muhammad Imtiaz Ayub and Guest of Honor was social media star Afsar-ul-Mulk 
Afghan. On this occasion the chief guest addressed the students and threw light on the upcoming challenges and 
barriers in the way of educations. While social media star Afsar-ul-Mulk Afghan encouraged the students to play their 
role in the progress of country. He also motivated the students to promote and be proud of their mother tongue. 
Students of Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys) Dalazak Road, Peshawar, Hayatabad, Mardan and Haripur 
participated in the festival. Besides PMDCs, also Beacon House, Forward Public School and The Smart School also 
participated. A musical band was invited. Students enjoyed the melody of music while dancing. The traditional Attan 
dance doubled the joy. Different food stalls were erected for students to satisfy their hunger. In the end, the students 
also won gifts through the lucky draw.

PMDCs  Peshawar  |  Hayatabad  |  Mardan  |  Haripur

FestivalFestivalFestival
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GLIMPSES OF SPRING FESTIVAL
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Prize distribution ceremony for Top-20 position holders of 
BISEP 2021 and Qualifiers of NMDCAT. 

Funfair 2022 was held at City University of Science and Information Technology. Prof. Dr. Syed Minhaj ul Hassan 
Vice Chancellor City University of Science and Information Technology was invited as Chief Guest. The day was 
filled with fun, music, food stalls, entertainment and lots of exciting prizes. 

Peshawar Model Degree College (Girls) 
Dalazak Road, Peshawar

Parent Teacher Meeting is a notable feature of PMDCs. The motive of the meeting is close interaction of parents and 
teachers finding workable solutions to the problems. In this regard parent teacher meeting was held on 29th January, 2022 
where teachers discussed students' progress with their parents. The parents filled out evaluation proformas suggested 
ideas to the college. It was quite a healthy and interactive activity for both parents and teachers. The parents were served 
with refreshments at the end. 

PARENT - TEACHER MEETING (PTM)

As said by Darren Hardy, “Achievers do not submit to instant gratification, they invest in the long term payoff”. the  
students of Peshawar Model Degree College (Girls) Dalzak Road, Peshawar showed marvelous results in BISEP 2021. 
To appreciate the hard work and untiring efforts of the students, prize distribution ceremony was held on 23rd October 
2021 at Peshawar Model Degree College (Girls) Hayatabad. Top-20 position holders of BISEP 2021 and Qualifiers of 
NMDCAT were invited along with their mothers. The students were awarded certificates, souvenirs and bouquets. 
Interactive games and stage performances added colors to the day that ended with lavish lunch.
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“Small cheer and great welcome makes a merry feast”. Our precious students of 2nd Year students cordially welcomed 
dearest students of 1st Year with all their heart and love on 27th November 2021 at Peshawar Model Degree  College 
(Girls) Dalazak Road, Peshawar. The program comprised of many interesting and interactive games along with stage 
performances. Stalls of delicious food items were also an attraction for the students.

“The more difficult the victory, the greater the happiness in winning”. Pleasant and exhilarating opening 
ceremony of sports week was held on 11th November, 2021 at Peshawar Model Degree College (Girls) Dalazak 
Road, Peshawar. A large number of students from other colleges also participated in the event. Students of 
Peshawar Model Degree College (Girls) Dalazak Road, Peshawar secured 1st positions in Badminton double 
and single, Basketball, Netball and secured 2nd position in Table-tennis. Closing ceremony was held on 25th 
November 2021 after a full week of energetic and fun filled sports.

SPORTS WEEK AT CUSITSPORTS WEEK AT CUSITSPORTS WEEK AT CUSIT

Learning is not just confined to books. One can learn from his/her surrounding for example 
from his/her society and other places. For this purpose a study tour for the students of 
Peshawar Model Degree College (Girls) Dalazak Road, Peshawar was arranged to 
Peshawar Museum and Archives Library Peshawar. It was held on 3rd and 4th January 2022 
respectively. Students thoroughly enjoyed the day and learned a lot. The funfilled day ended 
with lunch at McDonald's! 
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“Nobody is safe until everyone is safe” has 
become a catch phrase that reminds us to keep 
ourselves well aware of highly destructive 
diseases. In this connection, a campaign for 

thcancer awareness was initiated on 20  October, 
2022 at Peshawar Model Degree (Girls) 
Dalazak, Peshawar in collaboration with 
SKMCH to serve the said purpose. The session 
was conducted online while taking care of SOPs.

At the end students were presented pink ribbons 
after question/answer session.

AWARENESS 
CAMPAIGN

Peshawar Model Degree College
(Girls) Dalazak Road, Peshawar

Vaccination facility against COVID-19 at 
Peshawar Model Degree College (Girls) 
Dalazak Road, Peshawar was provided to the 
students on various days. More than 97% 
students of our college are now fully vaccinated.

VACCINATION

“The most powerful expression is Art”. An Inter College Wall 
of Art Competition was held at CUSIT on 21st January 2022 in 
which students of PMDC (Girls) Dalazak Road, Peshawar 
participated and won 2nd Position. Different teams from 
various colleges were provided a wall to paint on different 
themes. The day was filled with colors and imaginative art. 

Inter College Wall of Art Competition

“We take pictures and make videos as a return ticket to a moment 
otherwise gone.” Students of 1st Year and 2nd Year made memories on 
their trip to Islamabad on 23rd and 24th December 2021 respectively. 
The day was filled with love and laughter. Students were able to witness 
the mesmerizing beauty of Rawal Lake and Lake View Park. They 
enjoyed horse riding, camel riding, pirate ship ride, motion ride, dodging 
car and much more.

TRIP *********  EXCURSION *********
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st Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys) Hayatabad arranged Parent-Teacher Meeting on the 31 of January, 2022. A 
large number of parents attended and discussed progress of their wards' Academic performance. The meeting went on 
smoothly. The parents in a congenial environment freely discussed their wards' weak areas and also gave their 
precious feedback.

PARENTPARENTPARENT
TEACHERTEACHERTEACHER

Meeting
Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys) 

Hayatabad, Peshawar
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Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys) 
Hayatabad, Peshawar

The administration of Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys) Hayatabad arranged a career counselling seminar for the 
thawareness of students regarding their career on the 15  of January, 2022. A resource person Mr. Musharraf Khan Marwat 

(Additional Secretary Excise & Taxation, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa ) was invited. He delivered a comprehensive lecture on 
“Career Counselling”. The students regarded it a very inspiring and thought provoking session.

SEMINAR
“Career Counselling”

Educational Trip To Bala Hisar Fort

As it is said “travelling is the best form of education.” Therefore, a one day trip for the students of Peshawar 
Model Degree College (Boys) Hayatabad was arranged on January 29, 2022 to Bala Hisar Fort to have first 
hand knowledge of the historical fort of Peshawar. They visited different sections of the fort and took pictures 
with the historical monuments. The students showed great interest in the historical monument.
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“Books are good company, in sad times and happy times, for books 

are people- people have managed to stay alive by hiding between the 

covers of books.” Looking at the present challenging scenario, 

Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys) Hayatabad arranged to 
nd

invite a mobile bookshop on 2  February, 2022. It was a great 

learning experience for the students who took keen interest in it.

Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys) 
Hayatabad, Peshawar 

BOOKS ON WHEELSBOOKS ON WHEELSBOOKS ON WHEELSBOOKS ON WHEELSBOOKS ON WHEELSBOOKS ON WHEELS

st
An English Debate Competition, was held, on 21  December, 2021 in 
Peshawar Model Degree College (Girls) Hayatabad, organized by English 
Literary Society for the students of XI Year. The topic of debate was 
“Online Education is a way to future". The purpose of the competition was 
to develop students’ speaking skills and confidence. After a tough 
competition of each student against their peers, with a difference, Javeria 
Khaliq of XI Year stood First. She was awarded First Position Certificate 
while the other participants were awarded Appreciation Certificates. This 
distinctive effort of the English Literary Society highlighted many good 
debaters that would be later given the opportunity for competing to win 
Inter Colleges Debate Competition. 

ENGLISH 
DEBATE COMPETITION

Peshawar Model Degree College (Girls) 
Hayatabad, Peshawar

Prepared by 
NAJIA KAMAL 

INTERNATIONAL 
Women's Day  CELEBRATION 

thInternational Women's Day was celebrated on 8  March, 2022 
in Peshawar Model Degree College (Girls) Hayatabad. The 
purpose of the event was to display a better image of women 
in our society. Many students showed passion by making 
fancy posters and cards to depict that women are strong 
despite their humble nature and fragile physique. These hand 
made cards and posters were displayed in the cafeteria. The 
overall event was celebrated with passion and gave inspiration to 
the students. 
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An Educational Trip was arranged by Peshawar Model Degree College (Girls) Hayatabad to visit Peshawar 
th

Museum on 24  December, 2022. The museum has notable collection of Buddhist artifects related to ancient 
Gandhara region. Students were fascinated having seen the museum antiques. They asked the guide interesting 
questions. After enlightening time, spend in Peshawar Museum, the students visited China Window, where Mr. 
Amjad Malik, welcomed them and briefed the students about the Chinese Learning Program held and foreign tours 
that were arranged to promote Pak-China friendship. The students wore Chinese costumes and read interesting 
books in the library. Students were taken to McDonald's for refreshment after the visit. 

EDUCATIONAL TRIP TO 
Peshawar Museum and China Window 

Peshawar Model Degree College (Girls) 
Hayatabad, Peshawar

Prepared by 
NAJIA KAMAL 

th thA Book Fair, was held on 24  and 25  January, 2022. The purpose of the 
book fair was to promote reading habits in the students. Students visited 
the book stalls and purchased books they liked. The books were available 
on discount prices for the students. Different genres of books, such as 
Novels, Dramas, Poetry and General Knowledge in both Urdu and 
English were near at hand. Overall, the arrangements and outlook of book 
fair was in apple-pie order.

Prepared by 
NAJIA KAMAL 
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A notable feature of PMDC is that the management arranges welcome party for new batch every year to give a warm 

welcome to the freshers. Such parties of students boost their enthusiasm. It includes many lively segments like 

welcome speeches, thanking notes, funny skits, folk dances, exhilarating singing performances, comic qawali and 

splendid decoration, thus making it a fervent and impressive party.

Faculty of PMDC play a pivotal role in the arrangement of such events. They enthusiastically contribute and guide the 

students towards a successful event. To sum up, PMDC is the platform for both mental and physical grooming and 

recreation.

As a tradition, this year also a welcome party was arranged to welcome the XI year batch of students. This year the 

event took place in even more exciting way. Students participated whole heartedly, professional and creative way. 

The stage performances attracted the hearts of the audience wholly and solely. Students got encouraged and pleased. 

At last, the great and awesome party came to an end. The students took photos. They expressed their love for principal 

and faculty by capturing photos to preserve them in the books of sweet memories. The students enjoyed the lunch. 

think of beauty joy for ever.

THE DAZZLING STORY OFTHE DAZZLING STORY OFTHE DAZZLING STORY OF

WELCOME PARTYWELCOME PARTYWELCOME PARTYWELCOME PARTYWELCOME PARTYWELCOME PARTY
Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys) 

Mardan
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A colorful ceremony was held at hawar Model Degree College (Boys) Peshawar. The driving force Pes
behind this  was to celebrate the birth anniversary of Holy Prophet Muhammad (SAW) with religious activity
zeal and fervor. The aim and objective of holding Naat and Qirat competition  to involve students  was and
inculcate sacred them about the significance of this  day.

Students of  Boys Mardan took part in the Qirat and Naat competition and Peshawar Model Degree College
the participants enthralled the audience with their melodious voice. In Qirat competition, Hasnain Shams of 
PMDC (Boys) Mardan clinched 2  Position .nd

At the end of the ceremony, Deputy Director colleges Mr. Ibrar Khan congratulated the winners and 
distributed prizes among the winners.

Qirat &Qirat & Naat Competition Naat CompetitionQirat & Naat Competition
Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys) 

Mardan

Peshawar Model Degree college (Boys) Mardan has been working under the supervision of a well organized 

and disciplined system. As per the plan of its schedule, PMDC arranges study tours and trips in order to enhance 

the interest and historical knowledge of the students at all dimensions. 

As usual, PMDC arranged a historical trip to the relics of Takht Bhai Mardan , where the students of first year 

and second year got historical information. 

The story of a HISTORICAL TRIP
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Peshawar Model Degree College (Girls) 
Mardan

thA joyious funfair was witnessed at Peshawar Model Degree College (Girls) Mardan on 24  May, 2022. It was an 
entertaining day to enjoy music, different food stalls and stage performances. The students took lots of pictures to keep 
memories. At the end a group photo was taken so as those glorious moments could be enjoyed again.

This year the Welcome Party took place in an exciting way. Students participated whole heartedly.“Small cheer and 
great welcome makes a merry feast”. It was for ur  students of shawar Model Degree College (Girls) o promising Pe
Mardan. The program encompassed of many interesting and interactive games along with stage performances. Stalls of 
delicious food items were also an attraction for the students. 

As a custom of Peshawar Model Degree College Mardan, Excursion trips are held on 24th December, 2021 an was 
arranged by the college. The purpose was to take students to different historical sites places. To let them feel the 
difference and importance of cultural heritage, study trips are arranged to take students to the places which have 
historical, cultural and religious background and importance.

EXCURSION TRIP + STUDY TOUREXCURSION TRIP + STUDY TOUREXCURSION TRIP + STUDY TOUR

WELCOME PARTYWELCOME PARTYWELCOME PARTYWELCOME PARTYWELCOME PARTY

FUNFAIRFUNFAIRFUNFAIR
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Prize Distribution Ceremony was held on November 13, 2021 at Peshawar Model Degree 
College (Boys/Girls) Haripur. The talented students of the college were rewarded for their 
outstanding performances. The objective of the ceremony was to create an atmosphere of 
competition among the students and focus on their studies with more dedication and hard work.

Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys / Girls) 
Haripur

PRIZE DISTRIBUTION CEREMONY

Annual Day was held at Peshawar Model Degree College 
(Girls) Haripur on Last day of session 2019-21. It was a 
really memorable day for our students but was really hard to 
bid farewell.
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Parent-Teacher Meeting was held on January 29, 2022 at Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys/Girls) 
Haripur for the guidance of parents and their wards. It was a pleasant interaction by the virtue of which the 
students promised much better than ever. Overall, the meeting was fruitful.

PARENT-TEACHER MEETINGPARENT-TEACHER MEETINGPARENT-TEACHER MEETING

EDUCATIONAL	TRIPEDUCATIONAL	TRIPEDUCATIONAL	TRIP

Thalassemia Awareness Program Thalassemia Awareness Program Thalassemia Awareness Program Thalassemia Awareness Program Thalassemia Awareness Program Thalassemia Awareness Program 

Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys / Girls) 

Haripur

An educational Trip to Bhamala remains of Khan Pur and Taxila Museum that  provided the students visit 
archaeological sites. Students were curious and interested to ask their guide different questions. 

Thalassemia is irrevocable blood cancer. In this regard thalassemia awareness session was given to the 
students of both campuses Boys and Girls.
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Ø It takes about 0.2 seconds for your brain to understand the light that reaches your eye.
Ø Engineers discover a new way to create fuel “out of thin air”.
Ø Shrimps are all born male but slowly grow into female.
Ø Scientists developed new blood test that could diagnose level of depression. 

Knowledge is Power
“Education is a matter of life and death to our nation. The world is moving so fast that if you do not educate 
yourselves you will be not only completely left behind, but will be finished up.The Holy Prophet (PBUH) had 
enjoined his followers to go even to China in the pursuit of knowledge. If that was the commandment in those 
days when communications were difficult, then, truly, Muslims as the true followers of the glorious heritage of 
Islam, should surely utilize all available opportunities. No sacrifice of time or personal comfort should be 
regarded too great for the advancement of the cause of education.

Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah

Quaid the Boss Said
1. I do not believe in taking the right decision;I take a decision and make it right.
2. No Nation can rise to the height of glory unless your women are side by side with you.
3. There are two powers in the world, one is the sword and the other is the pen.

M.Rayyan

XI PE-P

Ø If you want to be happy, do not dwell in the 

past, focus on living fully in the present.

Ø Don't decide your future by your own self 

because this is the job of God not humans.

Ø It you want to live happy, never compare 

yourself with complete personality, but 

compare yourself with disable (cripple). 

Ø Never take decision during exited mood 

either bad or good because with passage 

of time colony excitation intention also 

going to decline.

Wasif Mehmood        

13155  |  XII PM-H  

DID YOU KNOW?

By: John Lennon

Mohsin Sajjad 
(Student Service Officer)

PMDC (Boys) Dalazak Road

“When I was 5 years old, my mother 
always told me that happiness was the 

key to life. When I went to school, 
they asked me what I wanted to be 

when I grew up. I wrote down 
‘happy’. They told me I didn’t 

understand the assignment, and I told 
them they didn’t understand life.”

ARTICLES BY PMDC (BOYS) 
DALAZAK ROAD, PESHAWAR.
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Let's run away.
I don't care where 
It doesn't really matter,
As long as you're there
Hawaii, Canada or Disney Land,
They're Fine with me
If you're holding my hand
You're the one person
I'd want by my side.
Just say you'll go with me
Then, where, we'll decide.
I'll go anywhere at all
As long as it's with you.

Azan	Khan
12846  |  XII - PE-P

Immad Khan
13721 | XI PM-C 

ABOUT DOGS
I'll go anywhere with you

Happiness is found 
When you stop
Comparing yourself
To other people 

Great minds discuss ideas;
Average minds discuss 
events;
Small minds discuss people

Do good for others.
It will come back in 
unexpected ways.

Mahad Manzoor Khan
13852  |  XI PM-M

¶ The Nile crocodile can hold its breath underwaters for upto two hours 
while waiting for prey.

¶ Tigers are the most revenge seeking animal on earth.
¶ Mosquitoes killed more humans than all the wars did in the history.
¶ Rainbow is a full circle and it is possible to see them from plane.

Mazhar Naveed
XI PM-P  |  13586

1. Dogs don't only see in black 

and white they can also see 

blue and yellow.

2. Puppies have 28 teeth and normal 

adult dogs have 42.

3. Dogs can hear about 4 times the 

distance of a human.

4. Dogs  sense of smell is 10,000 '

times stronger than human.

5. Dogs  only have sweat glands in '

their paws.

6. Dogs  noses are wet to help absorb '

scent chemical.

Muhammad Ibrahim
XI PM-P   |  13553

Your mother- - - -  - - - - 

Kept spending her life 

guiding you,

And raising you,

Taking care of you.

For all her life

For the best 

You can be 

So show her 

Leniency and compassion

So she can be 

A reason 

for you

To enter 

paradise.

PARADISEPARADISEPARADISE

1. Experience is simply the name we 
give to our mistakes.

2. Be careful of your thoughts, they 
may  become words  a t  any 
moment.

3. FAMILY is one of the strongest 
words any one can say, because the 
letters of family means (Father and 
Mother I Love You).

4. Life does not have a remote, get up 
and change it yourself.

Azan Khan 
12846   

XII Pre-Engineering

FRAGMENTS
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“LAZINESS WILL NOT GET ANY WHERE”

In ancient times, a king had his men place a boulder on a roadway. He, then, hid in the bushes, and watched to see if 
anyone would move the boulder out of way some of the king's wealthiest merchants and courtiers passed by and simply 
walked around it.
Many people blamed the king for not keeping the roads clear, but none of them did anything about getting the stone 
removed.
One day, a peasant came along carrying vegetables. Upon approaching the boulder, the peasant laid down his burden 
and tried to push the stone out of the way. After much pushing and straining, he finally managed to remove it. The 
peasant went back to pick up his vegetables, he noticed a purse lying in the road where the boulder had been. The purse 
contained many gold coins and written notes from the king explaining that the gold was for the person who removed 
the boulder from the road.

Ahmad Rahman     XI PE-P  |  13553

COMPUTER:-
  Computer is an electronic device that accepts input data and instruc�ons with the help of input 
devices, stores them un�l needed by using storage devices, process the data with the help of processor and 
gives a result by using output devices according to instruc�ons provided by the user.
BASIC OPERATIONS OF COMPUTER SYSTEM:-
  There are four basic opera�ons of every computer system
1. Input Opera�on:-
2. Processing Opera�on.
3. Output Opera�on
4. Storage Opera�on

Input Opera�on:-
   It is the process of capturing or accep�ng data or informa�on. by using input devices. i.e:- Mouse, 
Keyboard, etc.
Processing Opera�on:-
   It's the transforma�on process to convert the input into output with the help of processor (CPU).

Output Opera�on:-
   It's the result which comes from the transforma�on process or it's the outcome of the processing. 
by using output devices. i.e:- LCD, Speakers etc.

Storage Opera�on:-
   It is the process of storing the data or informa�on or instruc�ons; 
Example:- RAM, Hard Disk or USB etc.

Saqib Raheem
XI FCS-P  |  13613

Computer And It's Basic Operations

STORY
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My name is Nikhil Ashok and I am a student of Peshawar Model Degree College (Boys) Dalazak Road Peshawar. 

Vlogging, or video blogging, is basically the art of creating blogs in video form. Basically, imagine if we recorded 

someone narrating all the amazing articles and we publish it at YouTube or any other online platform that would be 

vlogging. These pieces of content help us get our messages across using visuals instead of words and our audience 

will love it. Consider how most of the younger generations are getting their information today. Countless people are 

logging into Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter, and of course, YouTube. Vlogging has come a long way since the start of 

YouTube, with YouTubers now using thousands of pounds worth of cameras, drones and top-of-the-range 

microphones as opposed to the low-quality camera phones that ignited the vlogging craze. With this higher 

production value comes even with larger audience. 

Being a teenager, I have interacted with several type of people and one thing I have noticed is that majority of them 

lack confidence to present their thoughts to the audience. Everyone owns a hidden talent inside them, but very few of 

them have confidence to express them. In my childhood creativity always attracted me towards itself. I always tried to 

do something creative to present a positive idea among people. With the passage of time technology started attracting 

me towards itself and every weekend was waiting for me with a new idea. I still remember the day when my father 

gifted me my first camera and I was very happy to visualize creativity, but I was still lacking courage to present my 

idea to the audience on a bigger scale. In 2016, YouTube started gaining popularity among people and I began to 

watch vlogs on YouTube. The way people presented their ideas gave me confidence, I took my camera and went 

outside to film street videos and on April 29, 2019 I uploaded my first vlog on YouTube and it came up with a very 

positive outcome. It was the best way to present an idea to audience on a large scale. 

Teenagers should work on themselves to explore their hidden talent. I have recently uploaded a Vlog (Video Blog) on 

my YouTube channel "Nikhil Ashok Vlogs" in which I took some amazing shots of "Peshawar Model Degree 

College" and interacted with some amazing people of PMDC. 

VL     GGING 
Article By Nikhil Ashok (XII-PEI)
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Manahil-Abdul-Rehman
XII PM-H 6707

MUM'S SMILE

Can shine any moment

MUM'S HUG

Put love in all our days

MUM'S LOVE

Can change our life in a 

precious way

‘'MUM''

NATURENATURENATURE

When the time comes, we will have to go.
When you have youth,
You are dying to live,

Your soul refused to let go,
Even your silhouette wants to live,

We know that we came to live
But when the time will come, we will have to go.

LIFEMuqadas Khan
XI-PM-I | 7172

For the stand of your dialogue.

Tell them,

The ambition of your life

With a weapon of optimism.

STAND STILL

The green tree and the bloomy flowers,
The amazing waterfall and great soil,
The calm sea and the gorgeous mountains,
All are remarkable and incomparable blessings.

The wholesome sunrise and the setting sun,
The brightest stars and the shining moonlight,
The pleasant winds and the beautiful rain,
All are scenic and incredible views of nature.

The nature is made up of mesmerising views,
The look of beach, ocean, islands and lakes,
The look of desert, hills, caves and forests,
Fill my heart with happiness.

Capturing them with naked eyes,
Makes them look perfect.
Every sight if nature is incredible.
The beauty of nature is incomparable.

Manahil Tariq
XII-PE  |  6815

Alisha Sikandar
XII PM-H

PMDC Girls Dalazak Road

Alisha Sikandar
XII PM-H

PMDC Girls Dalazak Road
Alisha Sikandar

XII PM-H
PMDC Girls Dalazak Road

ARTICLES BY PMDC (GIRLS) 
DALAZAK ROAD, PESHAWAR.
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 BUTTERFLY EFFECT

Muhammad Abdullah Shah
PE-P XII  |  Ad # 1492

A small change in starting conditions of an event can bring a drastic change in the outcome of 

that event such as the flutter of a butterfly on one side of the world can cause a hurricane on the 

other side of the world. This concept is widely known as “The Butterfly Effect” formulated by 

Edward Norton Lorenz in 1960. It is natural to think that huge events like World War I, World 

War II, 9/11, persecution of leaders can bring about significant changes but in reality it all 

started with a little change. World war I changed the course of history. It was a combination of 

many things but can be narrowed down to one small event, prevention could have changed our 

lives entirely, and that was the wrong turn of car.

On the morning of 28 June, 1914, Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austro-Hungarian empire was 

attacked with a grenade. He was saved but passengers behind the car were injured. Franz 

decided to visit those wounded by blast. While on the way driver made a wrong turn in a street. 

Standing outside a café on this street 19 years old Serbian, Gravilo Princip, was eating a 

sandwich. He was one of the persons involved in the assassination of Archduke that day. When 

he saw the car approaching, he took out his gun and shot Archduke Franz and his wife Sophie. 

If it weren't for a wrong turn, Franz wouldn't have been shot, if he hadn't been shot, the Austro-

Hungarian empire wouldn't have declared war on the home country of the man who had shot 

Franz, which caused Germany to opportunistically declare war on Russia followed by France 

and Belgium, causing UK to declare war on Germany starting World War. If Franz had not been 

assassinated World War I would not have started. Hitler would not have risen to power, World 

War II would not have started, Turkish caliphate would not have dissolved and 60 million 

people would not have died. All of this happened because a man took a wrong turn. If all of this 

hadn't happened maybe subcontinent would not have separated, Pakistan would not have come 

into existence. This article would not have exist and you wouldn't be reading it right now. If You 

think reading this article was a mere coincidence, it was not this article would change your life 

in ways you can't imagine. So if you think you're insignificant, think again.

ARTICLES BY PMDC (BOYS) 
HAYATABAD, PESHAWAR
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Hazrat Umar (R.A)
Syed Mustafa Shah
PM-P XII  |  Ad # 1579

1. Venus is the only planet in the solar system 
which rotates in clock wise direction.

2. The hottest chilli pepper in the world is so hot 
that it could kill you, its the dragon breath 
chillipaper.

3. The largest cell in the human body is female egg 
cell. while smallest cell of human body male 
sperm cell.

4. Ronald Dahl was in the royal air force during 
world war II.

5. High levels of stress negatively impact your 
memory and can shrink your brain.

6. Banana are curved because they can grow 
upward in the search of sunlight.

7. “V” is the only letter that never silent in English.

8. Peoples with red hair need 19% more anesthesia 
to be sedated.

9. A million seconds is 11.5 days.

10. It takes 20 seconds for 1 red blood cell to go 
around the whole body.

11. There is a three way bridge in Michigan. It is 
called as tridge.

12. An average man produces around 1 liter of 
saliva a day.

13. You spend 10% of your waking hours blinking.

14. Water puts out fire because water absorb the 
heat from the fire and turns into steam.

15. Charles Darwin ate every animal he discovered.

Hazrat Umar (R.A) was born in 585 AD in Makkah 
al Mukarramah. His father name was khattab ibn 
Nufayl. Hazrat Umar (R.A) was one of few literate 
people of Makkah. At first he opposed the religion of 
Islam but then, at the age of 28 he embraced Islam.

Tribe: 
Quraish

Achievements: 
He established the Diwan which inaugurated the 
Islamic Hijri calendar, and created the office of the 
qadi (Judge)

Reign:
He was the second Rashidun caliph, reigning from 
634 until his assassination in 644. He succeeded 
Abu Bakr as the second caliph of Rashidun 
caliphate.

Children: 
Abdullah Ibn Umar, Hafsa Bint Umar, Ubaid Ullah 
Ibn Umar, Asim Ibn Umar, Zayd Ibn Umar.

Wives: 
Qurayba Bint Abi Ummaya, Atikah Bint Zayd Ibn 
Amr Ibn Nufayl

Title:
Due to his equality and justice, he (RA) earned the 
title of Farooq.

Conquests:
Under his rule, Islam spread in three different 
continents.

Demise:
In 644, Hazrat Umar (RA) was attacked by a slave 
Abu Lu'lu'ah and died from the wounds three days 
later. He was buried in Masjid-e-Nabvi in Madina.

INTERESTING 
FACTS

MUHAMMAD SABOOR
PM-M  |  XI
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Noor-ul-Huda
st1  year D

Friends

If we wait until tomorrow

And always hesitate

Then when tomorrow comes around

We will be little late

If we wait until tomorrow

Then we close and lock the gate upon 

our opportunity

Ascribing it to our fate

The man who says, “I CAN'T” today

Will never pay his bill

But fame and fortune wait upon

The man who says “I WILL”.

The Fear of 
Tomorrow

Asking for extra pencil, sharing the lunch

Sipping from each other's water bottles

Copying the homework from others notebook,

Discussing most important questions before exams

Missing friends in vacations,

Freezing hands in winter classes

Dressing up for the farewell

And a final teary goodbye hug to friends we literally 

grew up with…

College is never just a name; it will always be an 

emotion, FOREVER

stSHUMAISA  |  1  Year M

ANMOL
XI P

ARTICLES BY PMDC (GIRLS) 
HAYATABAD, PESHAWAR
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In a desert, once, on a hunt did I find,
With a radiant smile, a flower so fair;

Sadly, I approached and sighed, “Ah! of my kind
Are you too – a hapless flower from a beloved's hair.

Frail fingers wouldn't take you to a soft face so close,
Nor would you be kissed by lips delicate and rose.”

With a silent smile the flower replied, “Don't lose heart!

This desert I wouldn't give up for the gardens of Iran,
A solitary I am here while legions are there,

Amidst this cursed soil I stand apart.

In this gray desert, a flamboyant flame of divine light am I,
Beauty's silent song, a miracle from the sky.

In your garden, there are thousands of flowers like me
A nameless droplet in a nameless sea.

You too, in your desert, don't feel forlorn,
To behold you at last shall come a sore "Ghani Khan".

� �یو ور� یو صحرا � �ه ��ار و� وم روان�

یو �الب � والړ ول�د، پ�ق�دە �ا�سته خندان

�زە خفه � خوا له الړم ، ما وې اە زما �ه شان

�ته هم �ل � �د نص��ه ورک د زلفو د جانان
� �نه د چا ن�از�ی� �و� ، نرم مخ له �ه دې یو�� � �

نه �ه ��ل دې ک�ي �ی شون�ې د�ار �ە نازک ل�ان

هغه غ� شان مس� شو ، وې خان مه کوە خف�ان

زە �ه دا صحرا ور نک�م ، د ایران �ه �لستان

دلته زە یو او �کتا �م ، هلته زر زما �ه شان

�چار چاپ�ە سپ�ې خاورې ، زە یوازې �م رو�ان �
��دلته دې تور ر��ستان ک� زە د رن� او نور لم�ه �م�

د �ا�ست چ�ه نغمه �م ، کرشمه د الم�ان

�ستا �ه �اغ � �ه زر�ونو دي �الب زما �ه شان

�یو � نومه سور در�اب � یو � نوم �ا�� روان �� � �
�ته دې هم �ه خ�ل صحرا � خفه مه � زما ورورە� �

�آخر را �ه � د�دن له دې �وک سوی غ� خان��

غ�  �ا� او جواد:
� �شاعر  غ� خان:

POETRY: GHANI KHAN BABA ABBAS KHAN
XI PE-P  |  1335

Make every thought, every fact, that comes into your mind, pay you a profit. Make it work and produce for you. 
Think of things not as they are but as they might be. Don't merely dream but create!

Maxwell Maltz

You are a potential genius. Your amazing brain has more than 18 billion cells, each one of which is connected to 
and interlinked with as many as 20,000 others. This means that the number of possible thoughts you can think is 
greater than all the molecules in the known universe.
You have the capacity to learn at incredible rates and to retain more information than you can even imagine. It is 
said that “when an educated person dies, it is as if a library burned down. “This potential library is contained 
between your ears”.

Dream Your Own Word MUHAMMAD TALHA.
XI PM-P | 1338 

ARTICLES BY PMDC (BOYS) 
MARDAN
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Ë Hope and hard work are the weapons through which a man can win 

the war of success.

Ë Friendship is the candle that lights up your heart whenever it is 

dark outside.

Ë Dream big, work hard, stay focused and surround yourself with 

good people.

Ë Love all, trust a few, do wrong to none.

Ë Friendship is not important thing it's everything.

Ë All birds find shelter during the rain but eagle avoids rain by flying 

above the clouds. 

Ë Problems are the same but attitude makes the difference.

Ë Don't take rest after your first victory because if you fail in second, 

more lips are waiting to say that your victory was just luck.

Ë Don't read success stories you will only get a message. Read 

failure stories you will get some ideas to get success.

Ë There is neither good nor bad in this world but thinking makes it so.

Ë Lend the ears to all but few the tongue.

M. ZARAK LODHI
XI - 1495  

No matter how

good or bad

you think life is,

wake up each day

and be thankful

for life.

Someone

somewhere else

is fighting

to survive.

Do Good and Good will 

come to You

POEM
(intension)

KUMAIL AHMAD.
XI - PM-D | 1433- 

In order to stay on top of your job, you should read at least one hour per day, underline important points 
and take good notes. Anything less than one hour per day will put you in danger of being passed by your 

competitors. My friend Jim Rohn advises, “Work at least as hard on yourself as you do on your job.”
At the very least, you should get up every morning and read 30 to 60 minutes something educational and take careful 
notes. Review your notes on a regular basis. Reflect on what you have learned, and think about how you could apply 
the new ideas in your daily life.
Use your powers of visualization to imagine yourself using the new information in some way. This will dramatically 
increase the speed at which you learn and retain the new ideas, and increase the likelihood that you will use them at 
the first opportunity. If you read just one hour per day, that will amount to about one book per week. One book per 
week will amount about 50 books per year. Fifty books per year will total about 500 books over the next 10 years. At 
the very least, you will need a bigger house just to hold your books, and you will probably be able to afford it as well.

UMAIR AHMAD 
XI – PM D | 1421 

Read Every AY

Thoughts
GoldenGolden  Golden 
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ANAS SHAH     XI CS-P | 1389 

Geniuses have been studied extensively over the years. One of 
the most remarkable conclusions the experts have arrived at is 
that geniuses are not necessarily people with extraordinary 
high IQs. They are often ordinary people who use their 
intelligence in a superior way compared to average, or even 
smarter, people. What this means is that you can function at 
genius levels if you learn to think the way that geniuses do.

Geniuses seem to have three characteristics in common, each 
of which you can develop and make into a regular part of your 
thinking. First, geniuses seem to have open minds. They are 
curious, questioning, flexible, and willing to consider a wide 
range of possibilities in dealing with a question or problem. 
This adaptive mind-set is like an open door that allows ideas to 
blow through from any direction, or source. This is the mind-
set of the genius and you can learn it by practicing it.

Second, geniuses seem to approach problems and decisions 
systimatically. They don't throw themselves at a problem like a 
dog chasing a passing car. Instead, they approach every 
difficult situation by asking structured questions in a logical 
order, like solving a problem in math.

Third, geniuses approach problems with a series of questions.

Be careful of words,

even the miraculous ones.

For the miraculous we do our best,

sometimes they swarm like insects

and leave not a sting but a kiss.

They can be as good as fingers.

They can be as trusty as the rock

you stick your bottom on.

But they can be both daisies and bruises.

Yet I am in love with words.

They are doves falling out of the ceiling.

They are six holy oranges sitting in my lap.

They are the trees, the legs of summer,

and the sun, its passionate face.

Yet often they fail me.

I have so much I want to say,

so many stories, images, proverbs, etc.

But the words aren't good enough,

the wrong ones kiss me.

Sometimes I fly like an eagle 

333 Qualities of 

ZARAK SHAH 
XI PM-M  |  1504

TAIMOOR KHAN 
XI-PEP | 1352 

Be Careful of Words

According to the American Management Association, at least 70 percent of your decisions will turn out to be 

wrong in the fullness of time. This 70 percent figure is an average. Some people will be wrong even more often. 

But you can assume, as a rule of thumb, that 7 out of 10 decisions that you make regarding your life and work will 

turn out to be wrong in the long run.

Here is a question for you. If 70 percent of the decisions that managers and executives make turn out to be wrong, 

how can the world continue to function? The answer is simple, Superior people—those who rise to the top of any 

organization are those who are willing to cut their losses. They are willing to admit quickly that they have made a 

mistake and rectify the situation rather than persisting until it gets worse.

Unfortunately, the vast majority of people fall in love with their past decisions, and once having made them, they 

are reluctant to give them up, even if all the evidence is against them. Don't let this happen to you. Instead, 

resolve to be the very first to recognize that a decision that you have made or conclusion that you have come to 

has been invalidated or disproven by new information. Be prepared to drop the old decision and embrace a new 

solution or new way of doing things.

WRONG DECISIONS
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Sometimes the worst happens, the unimaginable. Our worst fears come to life. But 
life goes on, no matter how hard the situation is. We slowly learn to live without 
them. Doesn't mean we don't miss them, only means we do it because we have to 
and there is no other choice. To teach us, to help us grow, do our best and then one 
day leave everything behind. Whatever will be, will be. Just need to make the most 
of time here and be the best version of ourselves because the only person who can 
save you is 'you'.
 “Trust the Almighty's timing. Only He knows why you are in the state, and 
are for so long. Don't fret because the delay in answering your prayers is better for 
you than getting what you want, when you want it. Trust Him to get you out of the 
situation at right time.”   
   Mufti Menk

KHALEEQA NISAR

XII - PM-P

GUL RUKH   |   XII - PM-P

A mother is someone who loves you
Who cares for you in every way

She sits down and listens
To what you have to say

A mother is someone who believes in you
Always pushes you to go far 

Tells you to believe in yourself
No matter who you are

A mother is like an angel
Although without wings

She tells you to enjoy
Life's smallest things

I really love you mother
She means so much to me
Mommy I really love you.

“MOTHER”

LAIBA GUL
XII - P

“If you think of blessings, you attract belssings; and if you think of problems, 

you attract problems. Always cultivate good thoughts and always remain 

positive and optimistic. We get what we think. So, think positive and life will 

be positive.

Nothing is interesting in life,
If you are not interested.

MUNEEBA ALI
XII – P
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ARTICLES BY PMDC (GIRLS) 

MARDAN
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Life is an assignment; Need to be written

Life is a challenge; Need to be accepted

Life is a fact; Need to be realized

Life is an initiative; Need to be taken

Life is a knowledge; Need to be gained

Life is a quiz; Need to be answered

Life is an encyclopedia; Need to be understood

Life is a journey; Need to be travelled

Life is an opportunity; Need to be availed

Life is a question; Need to be solved

Life is a fun; Need to be enjoyed

A person asked,

“Who a mother is?”

Ocean answered,

Mother is the one who keeps all the sorrows of her 

children in the depth of heart.

Sky answered,

Mother is like a rain that washes away all the problems 

of her children.

Garden answered,

Mother is the most beautiful flower on earth

Paradise answered,

Mother's grace is so admirable that I lie beneath her feet.

Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H) answered,

Mothers' prayers will take her children in paradise.

And above all, Almighty Allah answered, 

My most precious blessing that I gave you is Mother.

Wri�en By: 
IFRAH BASHARAT

st1  Year (Pre- Med)

Different aspects 
of Life:

Mother “A Blessing”.

Wri�en By: 

A�a Syed
st

1  Year (Pre- Medical)

She looks like a snow white
Even in the warm days of summer
She looks like a fire's light
Even in cold days of winter
Her eyes looks like deer's
About anyone in her eyes there is no fear
She obeys the bade of everyone
She never want to do bad to anyone
When I look her beautiful smile
I lost my wits for a while
Her marvelous personality brings pleasure for me
Because she is the beautiful flower of spring for me

 Angel On Earth 

Wri�en By: 
Maimoona Bibi

nd2  year Girls (Pre- Med) 
  Student id: 0053

ARTICLES BY PMDC (BOYS/GIRLS) 
HARIPUR
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�ناشتہ کیوں �وری �؟�

ں ی ر ز ل  ا و ق ا
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اقوال زریں

وا����وا����وا����
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کامیابی کا رازخاموشی
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رخت ل�ئ�� رخت ل�ئ��آئ�� ع�د کري� ، د رخت ل�ئ��آئ�� ع�د کري� ، د آئ�� ع�د کري� ، د

ز ی چ ی  ت م ی ق ے  س ب  س ی  ک ا  ی ن د
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م�� راِہ زند�ىن پر

نظم �ل
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“������ ناو ر�����”
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ر ��ب ز�� � �،�� اور �درى � ا� �دار��ب ز�� � �،�� اور �درى � ا� �دار��ب ز�� � �،�� اور �درى � ا� �دار��ب ز�� � �،�� اور �درى � ا� �دار��ب ز�� � �،�� اور �درى � ا� �دار��ب ز�� � �،�� اور �درى � ا� �دا
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��ج�������وں���
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ماں کیا ہے؟کیا عورت انسان نہیں ہے
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خاموشی
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